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Background
Universities, research organisations, and small and large business enterprises all
over Europe have an opportunity to participate in European research and innovation
projects, and receive EU funding through the EU framework programmes for
research and innovation, FP7 and Horizon 2020. The administration of research
projects plays an important role for the success of the project. Over the years a lot of
effort has been made to improve the information and know-how around the research
project, but only a small effort has been made to enhance the necessary skills and
competencies of the staff members actually dealing with the daily management and
administration of the Projects, thus leading to unproductive reinvention of
administrative procedures, time-consuming management practices, and worst cases
of mismanagement. The main objective of COST Targeted Network BESTPRAC is to
establish a network for the administrative, finance and legal services in universities,
research organizations and related entities supporting researchers involved in the
whole lifecycle of transnational external competition with the aim of allowing
networking, exchanging experiences and share and develop best practices,
encouraging knowledge sharing and transfer and increasing efficiency in Eu-wide
project management.
Since successful implementation of FP7 and H2020 projects is connected not only
with achieving the research objectives but also with successful financial project
management, BESTPRAC Finance Working Group members (WG2) planned and
organized the training school “How to manage key financial tasks for FP7 and
H2020 European research and innovation projects: Finance for Beginners” with the
aim to involved administrative staff who have been assigned to financial tasks in
project management, and who are not familiar with the financial rules of FP7 and
H2020, and/or have little or no practical experience or training in how to perform and
solve these tasks.

Objectives
The fact that an excellent project proposal is submitted for funding by the European
Commission is just the beginning of a complex process. Deep knowledge of H2020
financial rules and principles is a necessary prerequisite for correct budget
preparation (in the proposal phase) and correct spending and cost reporting (in the
project implementation phase) for ensuring that EU contributions are correctly used.
Focus of the Training School was primarily about practical solutions relating to the
H2020 financial rules an principles with the goal to provide attendees with practical
skills and a step-by-step overview of suggested best practices for the most important
financial tasks in H2020 financial management. The number of participants was
designed to allow for active engagement by all participants and one-on-one dialogue
during the sessions.
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Summary of Contents
H2020 Programme: Relevant documents, Budgeting at the proposal stage, the Grant
Agreement preparation and the Consortium Agreement.
H2020 Programme: the Management of a H2020 Project, the Financial reporting, the
Certificate on the Financial Statement and the EC Audit procedures

Teachers
Vanessa Ravagni, Head of Research Support and Knowledge Transfer Division,
University of Trento, Italy
Per Inge Andresen, Senior adviser, NTNU – Norwegian University of Science and
Technology, Norway
Jaco De Graaf, Project Administrator/ Advisor Projects at Leiden University Medical
Center
Mag. Dr. Wolfram Rieneck, Deputy Head of Service Center Research, Medical
University Innsbruck,
Roberto Cippitani, auditor from Studio Cippitani Di Gioacchino Iozzolino, Rome,
Italy, http://www.cippitanidigioacchino.eu/html/index_eng.html
Mirella Collini, Head of Project Administration Office, University of Trento, Italy
Samanta Voltolini and Claudia Simoni, Research Support and Knowledge Transfer
Division University of Trento, Italy

Venue
The University of Verona reserved for the Training School a dedicated room in an
ancient industrial building newly renovated. Participants could have free wifi access
and enjoyed comfortable spaces, delicious Italian food and warm Italian sun.
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Programme of the Training
Training Day ONE – Monday, 18.04.2016
The first day the participants met with a team of eight trainers, specialized in
budgeting, management and audit of international and EU Grants.
After an introduction on the profiles, institutions and countries of the participants,
Vanessa Ravagni presented the relevant documents as reference material for the
course. Thanks to Per Inge Andresen, participants could discuss the role of financial
management in the linear project stage model and life-cycle model from proposal to
project end.
After a deep analysis of the “budgeting at the proposal stage” presented by Wolfram
Rieneck, Samanta Voltolini and Claudia Simoni leaded the participants through a
practical exercise on the topic.
Social Program: “Aperitivo Veneto” Drink pre Dinner at Caffè Anselmi, Piazza delle
Erbe, where all the participants could meet, talk together and with the teachers.
Training Day TWO – Tuesday, 19.04.2015
At the beginning of the second day, Jaco de Graaf presented the practical examples
and tips on “Grant Agreement preparation in H2020” and Per Inge Andresen
discussed with the participants how to manage an H2020 Project from the financial
point of view.
In the afternoon Samanta Voltolini and Roberto Cippitani explained financial reporting
and ex post financial controls (first level and second level controls).
Social Program: City walk through Verona: Participants could visit the city center of
Verona, starting from Piazza Brà with the magnificent Roman arena, arriving then in
at house of Juliet with the famous balcony and her bronze statue. The tour was a
good opportunity to reinforce the network having fun together.
Training Day THREE – Wednesday, 20.05.2015
During the morning of the last day, participants could better understand audit
procedure by the EC: how it works and how to be prepared to afford it. Jaco de Graaf
presented a practical exercise and Mirella Collini explained how she organize and
prepare documents and procedure for an EC financial Audit. Participants could
acquire tools and procedure useful in their daily work.
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Participants
20 participants from 16 different COST Countries met at the University of Verona
A maximum of 20 participants were able to apply for a block grant of 750 EUR
covering travel and accommodation costs for the Training School. 8 Participants
joined the Training Course without COST reimbursement, at own costs.
First, interested Parties were invited via www.bestprac.eu to fill in an application form
by the Deadline 22 January 2016. Apart from more general information, they needed
to offer written insight about their organization, working environment and job profile
and detail the general tasks of the office they are working at (eg finance, grants
office, …) . Candidates were asked also to describe briefly three different situations
from their work environment where they would benefit the
most from the input and learning they expected from the Training School.
By the deadline, 76 applications had reached via e-Mail the COST BESTPRAC
grant holder.
The committee in charge of coming up with a final selection consisted of:
• Martina Pöll (Grant Holder)
• Anne Katrin Werenskiold (Transversal Task Force Manager Training School)
• Vanessa Ravagni (Training School Host and WG2 Leader)
• Per Inge Andresen (WG 2 Member)
The selection procedure aimed at a fair selection of participants taking into account
following principles.:
1) Identifying those applicants, who are Early Stage Administrators and junior in the
role of financial administrator
2) Identifying those applicants, who would prospectively benefit the most, evidenced
by their
written statement (for example “alone in the office”).
3) Making a balanced choice towards countries of origin of the participants.
The selection committee members first ranked the applications individually. The final
selection was done by comparing and settling the individual ranking to a shared list of
20 participants. Seventeen female and three male Research Administrator from
Higher Education Institutions and working 3 in pre- award services, 13 in post-award
services and 4 either in pre- and post-award services, from a total of 15 countries
(total of 9 participants from COST inclusiveness countries) were finally invited to
participate.
Distribution in countries of employment:
Austria(1), Belgium (2), Cyprus (1), Croatia (2), Finland (1), France (2), Germany (1)
Hungary (1), Ireland (1), Netherlands (2), Norway (1), Poland (1), Portugal (1),
Romania (1), Slovenia (1), Turkey (1).
Five participants from the University of Verona , one coming from France and one
from the Netherlands attended the Training School at their Institutions’ costs.
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The Participants’ Map

Participant Feedback
At the end of the Training School, Participants filled questionnaires reflecting their
level of satisfaction using a scale of 1-5 (from 1 very poor to 5 excellent) regarding
following 3 main topics (and subtopics):
1. The organization of the event (in term of Assistance provided to the participant
before the event, participants’ welcome, Rooms’ functionality, Quality of the
audio-visual support, Usefulness of the handouts)
2. Content of the training school (in term of Appropriate for intended audience,
Consistent with stated objectives, Complete in terms of Information provided,
Length of the training, Meeting of personal expectations, Relevant and
important for the future career development, Information received could be
applied to practice)
3. The trainers (in term of Knowledgeable in content areas, Content presented
clearly and effectively, Clarified content in response to questions,
Effectiveness of training style)
The average results for the different areas was above the level “4) very good “ with
following detailed average:
1.
The organization of the event: 4,4
2.
Content of the training school: 4,3
3.
The trainers: 4,5
Some suggestion and comments from the participants:
“Everything was I expected and what I needed for my work”
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“This is an excellent Training School and I think there should be other sessions so that other
people can profit from it. The explanations were clear and the trainers very well-prepared. I
think I will use the material and advice received in my job. Thank you for everything!”
“it is a great chance to meet people within the same area of work and of course to exchange
the experiences. I found it very useful and hope to have more training schools like this”
“Thank you for this training school. I’ll hope there would be more of this kind of opportunity to
share information, best practices and connect with others working with Eu project financial
issues”
“ Very well structured course. Tour excellent (social activities)”

Participants and Trainers at the end of the Training School, University of Verona

Contact
For further information on the Training School feel free to get in touch with:
Vanessa.ravagni@unitn.it
martina.poell@tuwien.ac.at
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